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A brief summary
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Measuring the expansion: a distance-redshift relation

dark 
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dark 
energy

radiation curvature
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[Data from review paper: ArXiv:2105208]
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● Gravitational waves are self-calibrated distance indicators: cosmic rulers

● No direct redshift measurement from the gravitational signal

Standard sirens
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➔ Methods based on complementary observations:
◆ Direct EM counterpart with GW170817 (bright sirens)
◆ Statistical association with galaxy catalogs (dark sirens)
◆ Cross-correlations with LSS tracers (hydrogen)

➔ Methods based on astrophysical models:
◆ Source-frame mass modeling
◆ Knowledge of NS EOS and tidal deformability measurements
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➔ Methods based on complementary observations:
◆ Direct EM counterpart with GW170817 (bright sirens)
◆ Statistical association with galaxy catalogs (dark sirens)
◆ Cross-correlations with LSS tracers (hydrogen)

➔ Methods based on astrophysical models:
◆ Source-frame mass modeling (spectral sirens)
◆ Knowledge of NS EOS and tidal deformability measurements
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What we would like to do
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Multi-tracing approach

Intensity 
mapping of 21cm 
line from neutral 
hydrogen

Future large scale 
structure surveys 
as SKAO

Resolved GW 
events from 
stellar-mass 
BBHs

Next-generation 
GW observatories: 
ET (+ CE)

Cross - correlating 
different tracers of the 
underlying dark matter 
distribution
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Hi-Fi mocks [GitHub]

● Neutral hydrogen overdensity 
maps (21cm line)

● Tested against IllustrisTNG
● Precision at           Mpc

[Obuljen+ 2022]

https://github.com/andrejobuljen/Hi-Fi_mocks
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Reconstructing 
the HI light cone

z
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Gravitational data

➔ BBH population [Mapelli’s group]:
◆ 10 years of forecast for XG generation (~1e6 events)
◆ Fiducial population model
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How should we distribute BBH events:

➔ Isotropically?
➔ Following the HI field?
➔ …
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Distributing BBHs following HI field
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➔ Extract redshift information from HI maps
➔ Extract distance information from BBHs
➔ Inference on H(z)
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➔ Extract redshift information from HI maps
➔ Extract distance information from BBHs
➔ Inference on H(z)

Hierarchical Bayesian inference (?)
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Hierarchical Bayesian Inference
2-level inference: 
single events level 
+ population level

Likelihood of the 
sample of 
observed GW 
events

prior on 
hyperparameters

posterior on 
hyperparameters
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Poisson statistics
the events are 
independent!

Likelihood of 
single GW 

event

probability 
of 

detection

redshift 
probability

selection effects

[Mandel et al. 2019, Gair et al. 2023]
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➔ Selection effects:
◆ Hi-Fi mocks does not simulate the whole sky for HI field

◆ GWs (BBHs) are all-sky

◆ Probability of detection based on SNR

➔ GW likelihood:
◆ Full posterior on distance

➔ Redshift probability modeling
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➔ Selection effects:
◆ Hi-Fi mocks does not simulate the whole sky for HI field

◆ GWs (BBHs) are all-sky

◆ Probability of detection based on SNR

➔ GW likelihood:
◆ Full posterior on distance

➔ Redshift probability modeling

Other effects?



Let’s discuss!


